**CHROME PILL CARD ORGANIZER**

Strong lightweight Chrome Pill Card Organizers hold Med Cards in place in the Med Cart drawers, or may be used alone as an alternative to the Med Cart. Designed with the user in mind, side bars keep Cards from slipping out and interior supports hold Cards upright even when the Organizer is not full. Each Organizer holds up to 35 cards and features a label attachment bar at the front.

![MA-DP-CO]

**7 DAY MED CARD FOR HOME CARE**

28 Count *Book Fold* Homecare Cards organize Meds by time of day, provide instant accountability to caregiver. Available for heat or cold sealing.

*Carrying Box* provides compact storage in a lightweight carrier perfect for organizing your cards at home or on the go.

![MA-6028 Cold Seal Card
MA-1430 Heat Seal Card
MA-864-4HC Carrying Box]

**DIVIDER AND LOCATOR CARDS**

Placed in the Med Cart Bin, Divider Cards separate Med Cards according to patient. Choose from cards constructed of long lasting plastic or sturdy cardboard with or without metal-reinforced raised tab for patient’s name.

*Locator Cards* Placed behind the patient’s Divider Card, feature a band of color to catch the eye and remind nurse of the location of meds not held in the Med Cart.

![MA-0440 Cardboard Divider Card
MA-0443 Plastic Divider Card
MA-0445 Locator Card]

**PIL-BOB Dispenser for Med Cards**

An inexpensive device to hygienically remove pills from Drug Package Med Cards. Place the PIL-BOB behind a blister and insert serrated tip through the foil backing. Pills drop, untouched, into the container reducing the chance of breaking or spilling.

![MA-468]

**PLASTIXLOX PADLOCK SEALS**

Plastixlox features one-piece, tamper-proof construction and instant selflocking. No tools are needed to seal or remove quickly. Available in red, blue, green, yellow, black and white.

*Drug Guard Padlock Seals Model 2001* are consecutively numbered and feature a unique locking device. Available in red or blue.

![MA-PLX-1 MA-PLX-2 MA-PLX-3 MA-PLX-4 MA-PLX-5 MA-PLX-6
Plastixlox
Drug Guard Padlock
MA-2001
MA-2001B
MA-3060]

**PLASTIKLIPS**

Strong Plastiklips are available in red or blue. When placed on a medication card they provide a quick, visual reminder of special circumstances, i.e. that a patient was not in his room at med pass time and his medication has not been administered. Supplied 200 clips per box.

![MA-LP-062-0 Red
MA-LP-063-0 Blue]

**PILL CRUSHERS & PORTION CONTROL CUPS**

**HEAVY DUTY PILL CRUSHER**

Made of polycarbonate, pill crusher is stronger than steel. Available in teal color only.

![MA-0490]

**SILENT KNIGHT PILL CRUSHER**

Special plastic pouch holds tablets during crushing, eliminates cross contamination. 50 pouches included with pill crusher.

![MA-SK0100]

**CHROME PILL CRUSHER**

Strong enough for institutional use in hospitals, nursing homes and pharmacies. Easily reduces pills to powder.

![MA-293]

**PORTION CONTROL CUPS**

by Drug Package offer a popular ½ oz. souffle cup for medication dispensing and/or use with pill crusher. Supplied in packages of 250 cups.